
 Deconstructing Banality in Modern Literature and Urbanity  
Users as Producers of the Trivial City in the case of Sophie Calle and George 

Perec 
 

“Their swarming mass is an innumerable collection of singularities. 
 Their intertwined paths give their shape to space.”  

- The Practice of Everyday Life,  p. 97 
 
Michel de Certeau’s seminal work The Practice of Everyday Life , was first published in 1980 as                
L'invention du quotidien . While the French title’s direct translation is “The invention of the everyday,”               
the word ‘quotidien’ in French can also mean: daily, commonplace, ordinary, and mundane. These              
additional meanings give the impression of repetition and organized banality as central to urban life.               
‘Quotidien’ is now also the name of a popular French television programme hosted by Yann Barthès,                
however the meaning remains. Arts de faire , Certeau’s “arts of doing/making” in the city, such as:                
walking, dwelling, reading, and cooking are tactics of creative resistance, which are vital to the               
practices of everyday life. Certeau defines the consumer, or user, as an agent that is influenced                
by--but never wholly determined by the strategies of producers. It is the user who will “reappropriate                
the space organized by techniques of sociocultural production,” (xiv) by using a myriad of tactics,               
aforementioned, expressed in everyday life.  

The Beauty of Banality 
When asked what defines modern literature, Saikat Majumdar--a professor in the English            
Department at Stanford--said, “there are obviously many… factors, but one really important factor is              
to be able to make the trivial central.” In both Sophie Calle and George Perec’s work, they have made                   
activities that seem trivial and banal central and reflexive. In so doing, they have become agents of                 
creativity, users, within the cities they inhabit. In Suite Vénitienne/Please follow me and Species of               
Spaces , Calle and Perec magnify everyday experiences. Subjective ordinary activities become the lens             
through which we understand urban life and ‘being’ in the city. In different ways, both Calle and Perec                  
use exercises and methodical writing to talk about the everyday, about the ‘infra-ordinary’ of the city;                
things which are of no interest to the mainstream media, but inform our lives and how we move                  
through the city on a daily basis. Although these two works were originally published nearly a decade                 
apart with Espèces d'espaces first published in 1974 and Suite Vénitienne in 1983, they both employ a                 
self-conciousness and break with traditional writing styles, which is very characteristic of modern             
literature. 
 
The chronicling of trivial activities in these two works, like recalling all the beds one has slept in                  
during one’s lifetime or following a stranger and taking all the same photographs he takes are ways of                  
mediating the spaces in the city and negotiating the different scales of urbanity. The approach of                
Calle and Perec in these two works are what Certeau would describe as “poets of their own acts, silent                   
discoverers of their own paths in the jungle of functionalist rationality… trajectories obeying their              
own logic” (xviii). However, while Perec may be suggesting philosophical significations with his work,              
Calle’s work--a piece of art in her own eyes--seems to reject the idea of practical signification.                
Regardless, both books create their own understanding of being in the city, even if it is not aligned                  



with “technocratically constructed” ways of moving through spaces or city streets. Neither of these              
works mention the beauty of the cities they take place in even though both works take place in cities                   
that are renowned for their beauty. Through articulating daily details that go unnoticed, both pieces               
of work redefine our understanding of banality and make it aesthetic.  
 
In L’infra-Ordinaire (extract first published 1973) , Perec says it is necessary “to question that which               
seems to have ceased forever to astonish us,” Calle and Perec do this beautifully in their descriptions                 
of the everyday, or quotidien, activities they themselves engage in: 
 

If Henri B. leaves the pensione when the street is empty, he won't escape me. But                
if he goes out at a crowded moment, I run the risk of missing him. One of two                  
things may happen: Either he turns left to continue on foot or he goes right to                
board the boat. Given these alternatives, the only solution is to survey the street              
ceaselessly, without relaxing my attention. If he should see me....  (Calle, 18) 
 
I saw two blind people in the Rue Linne. They were walking holding one another               
by the arm. They both had long, exceedingly flexible sticks. One of the two was a                
woman of about fifty, the other quite a young man. The woman was feeling all the                
vertical obstacles that stood along the pavement with the tip of her stick, and              
guiding the young man’s stick so the he, too, touched them... (Perec, 49) 

 
In both of these passages the authors are describing moments seen, or in the case of Calle, moments                  
that will be seen. Moments on the street that are visual, yet often we do not deconstruct the details of                    
them or the possibilities they pose. Calle is addressing the potentialities of this moment of encounter                
on the street, and Perec is describing his own moment of encounter on the street. In both cases the                   
eloquent narration of two banal moments of urban encounters are examples of the beauty of banality                
these two pieces of work so clearly capture.  

Walking in the City 
Walking is a way to recontrust the city for oneself. Although there are predetermined pathways, these                
do not have to be followed. According to Certeau, walking is an everyday practice in lived space that                  
evades the structures of discipline Foucault talks about--without being entirely outside of them (1980).              
In Suite Vénitienne/Please follow me , Calle decides her walking patterns completely based on Henri              
B., or at least places she thinks he may be. She ignores all other ways of moving through Venice in                    
order to mimic, without being seen, the movements of Henri B. Through mimesis, walking through               
the city for Calle becomes self-evident inasmuch that its only purpose is to follow Henri B. All of                  
Calle’s movements in the city are about and directed by another pedestrian; a stranger she doesn’t                
really know: “I walk randomly through the city's streets looking for Henri B. This method is basic,                 
easy, and relaxing, even if it has proven to be less than efficient ” (44) . 
 
The impromptu nature of walking has the ability to transform or abandon certain preconceived              
spatial elements that society determines. The walker is able to realize various possibilities in space               
and create others. Calle created a way of walking in which she could both imitate the one she followed                   
and also be unseen. Walking through the city for Calle involved not only traditional paths, but also                 



abrupt corners and halts in situations where she needed to hide or Henri B. stopped to look at                  
something. Calle “increases the number of possibilities… and prohibitions” (Certeau, 99) of her             
walking depending on Henri B. She goes to places she thinks he will be, like the cemetery, and rejects                   
other parts of the city that he does not go to. As a banal practice, walking for Calle is the ability to                      
discover and uncover the stories that other pedestrians make with their paths. Venice for her is made                 
up by the way she follows Henri B and the way she searches through the city for him. While walking                    
normally functions a means of getting to a destination within the city, Calle completely resists this                
functionalist view of the everyday practice and instead sees walking as getting to no particular               
destination at all. Rather, walking becomes something for her to do in the city, not as a way to get                    
somewhere in the city. For Calle, walking is not a means to an end, it is a means in itself. Through                     
walking, Calle creates and maps the city unmotivated by the producers in society, but not without                
their constructs.  

Spatial Stories 
Space is a leitmotif in both Perec’s Species of Spaces , and Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life . In                  
both works, space--as opposed to place--is existential, “existence is spatial,” (Certeau, 117). For Perec              
this is inevitably true as he struggles to find a room, or a space, without any function imposed onto it.                    
He realizes that even language is not equipped to describe an a-functional space. Space is defined by                 
the function of human existence, our experiences and memories exist in spaces. Human             
consciousness is spatial, thus Perec’s exercise on attempting to find an a-functional space affirms the               
phenomenological reality of space. Just as Perec outlines the process, or operations, of moving out, he                
is creating a spatial story that is predicated on the production of space. Banal activities that happen in                  
a particular place, like an apartment, transform it into a historical subjective space. The place of the                 
apartment becomes a space when Perec outlines moving out:  

Leaving the apartment. Vacating the scene. Decamping. Clearing up. Clearing          
out.  

Making an inventory  tidying up  sorting out  going through 
Eliminating   throwing away  palming off  on 
Breaking  
Burning (35) 

 
Spatial stories and the daily practices they outline are an articulation of a locality, a ‘here.’ Perec’s                 
Paris is not defined by the city itself; rather it is made up of the beds, the doors, the staircases, the                     
walls, the apartment buildings, the streets that he has encountered by dwelling in the city. His                
experience of the city is communicated through the banalities of the buildings forming a straight line,                
the houses bordering the street on both sides, the street being parcelled out into zones separately                
reserved for pedestrians and cars, and other acknowledgements of the modern city (1999). He goes to                
and writes about places in the city, describing them in a way that rejects the univocity of                 
places--making them spaces. As such, “space appears once more as a practice place” (Certeau, 130).  
 
The places Perec details exist as spaces because he describes their trivialities and multivocality. Perec’s               
narration of the street recognizes and depicts the limits and boundaries imposed by urban planning               
such as streetlights, crosswalks, and instructional signs, but his stories of being in the city are not                 



limited by these. He mentions in his section “The Street” that “this system of studded or painted                 
crossings no longers seems as effective as it no doubt was in the old days;” (49) implying that visual                   
instructions are not as determinative as they once were. His narrations are able to curve around and                 
move through these urban boundaries. Perec’s writing on spaces, as made up of the everyday built and                 
social environment of the urban, “cuts across” the places “the map cuts up” (Certeau, 129).  

(Re)Learning Daily Practices 
For every new city one lives in or visits, all the banal and ordinary things is what make it so interesting                     
and beautiful. Crossing the street in Cairo is much more of a feat than crossing the street in Oslo, and                    
yet both acts of crossing the street are everyday urban activities. When one moves to or visits a new                   
city, he or she may not be actively engaging in Certeau’s creative resistance, but may be doing so                  
subconsciously because of the lack of familiarity with the (producer’s) constructions of that particular              
city. Calle and Perec gracefully enact creative resistance in the works briefly analyzed here, even in                
cities they may know quite well. Through their writing and acting of everyday practice, the city opens                 
up in a new way for the writer as well as for the reader. 
 
Getting lost, which is quite difficult to do in a city one knows, is a tactic that can be used to shape the                       
city for oneself. As Benjamin says: “Not to find one's way around a city does not mean much. But to                    
lose one's way in a city, as one loses one's way in a forest, requires some schooling” (Benjamin, 53). To                    
be a flâneur is to reclaim space in the city as the poet reclaims and transforms language. Just as a                    
flâneur wanders without having a destination, the poet writes without a clear conclusion. By walking               
aimlessly through the city or writing in a non-traditional structure, one is able to deconstruct               
everyday banalities and experience the beauty of the ordinary: la beauté du quotidien. (As 4Citizens               
we are lucky to be able do this twice a year in a new city, and everyday in our work and research).  
 

Each step articulates the banality of the       
pavement. 
Every thick white line indicates the power of        
discipline, crossing 
 
is never crossing, it is conforming 
Walking without cause is creative resistance. 
 
Everyday we make the choice to make       
choices or live by default 
Every corner and every edge has a story, who         
will write them? 
 
In the meantime, we make lists 
Follow strangers 
Inhabit spaces 
 
Always remembering,  
The City was made 



but the city 
is how we make it. 
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